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Qualifying 
Rou d  of Dayto a’s Se ior I Kart Cha pio ship as o tested et ee   dri ers o  a loudy 
Sunday afternoon. As the green flag went out to mark the first qualifying session, it was a provisional 

Pole for Kameron Khan, just 0.1 sec ahead of Ollie Ursell, but Ursell managed to respond and got the 

fastest Q1 time, lapping the circuit at 1.09.710. Far from the lap record, but fast enough, as the lack 

of sun and less rubber on the racing line prevented the karts from running at their top potential. 

 

With the second round of qualifying ongoing, Ollie Ursell was still on provisional pole, just 0.098 sec 

ahead of Kameron Khan, with Mason Bates, Tyler Parslow and Nat Thomas rounding the Top 5. 

Ursell solidified his provisional pole with a new best time of 1.09.614, 0.2 sec ahead of Khan. 

 

The final round of qualifying was run under worsening conditions, as the track got colder and there 

was now no sun at all, reducing grip and thus lap times. Ollie Ursell still had pole position, but 

Kameron Khan managed to come closer by lapping the circuit at 1.09.705, just a fraction behind 

Ursell’s . 9. . Tyler Parslo  as i  a lose rd, follo ed y Maso  Bates a d Nat Tho as, ith 
just 0.5 second separating the Top 5 drivers. 

 

Race 1 
A quick overtake by Tyler Parslow earned him 2nd place at the entrance of Turn 4, after he went 

past Kameron Khan, but a dive at Turn 10 allowed Mason Bates to squeeze through, as well, climbing 

up to 3rd place. Kameron Khan responded by overtaking both Parslow and Bates on the following 

lap, between Turn 10 and Turn 11. Khan later overtook Ollie Ursell on the inside at Turn 11. Ursell 

was prevented from responding, after Tyler Parslow came into a brief contact with him, ultimately 

resulting in a bumping warning. Parslow managed to get past Mason Bates and slot himself into 3rd, 

just 1.5 sec behind the race leader. 

 

A penalty board was issued to Charlie Fenton for gaining advantage by contact over Mason Bates at 

the entrance of Turn 11, resulting in 5-place position drop. Meanwhile Kameron Khan lost position 

to Ollie Ursell on the entrance of Turn 4, but Khan later re-gained it on the back straight after getting 

a better exit from Turn 8. After a move on the inside of Turn 6, Charlie Fenton overtook Mason Bates 

for P4, but Bates returned the favour on the Main Straight. A further mistake from Bates allowed Nat 

Thomas to go past for P5. 

 

The battle for the lead was the one to watch, as P1 was a constant dispute between Ollie Ursell and 

Kameron Khan, with both being less than 0.1 sec off each other throughout the session. Tyler 

Parslow eventually caught the race leaders, but the chequered flag went out to the pair of Ollie 

Ursell and Kameron Khan. Ollie Ursell had managed to take first after an overtake on Kameron Khan 

at the entrance of Turn 10 however Khan responded at Turn 11, taking unfair advantage by contact 

at the entrance, resulting in a penalty and Ollie Ursell being declared the winner. 
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Race 2 
The lap-times from the previous race dictated that pole position go to Ollie Ursell, who was just 0.02 

sec ahead of Kameron Khan in 2nd place and Tyler Parslow in 3rd, 0.17 sec behind. The pack was 

dense and a lot of contact after the start resulted in Kameron Khan dropping from 2nd to 4th place, 

while Tyler Parslow claimed P1 and went past Ursell at Turn 2. Khan eventually found a way around 

Fenton, who dropped to P5, being overtaken by Mason Bates, as well. The race leader was now 

under pressure from Ollie Ursell, with the two of them being closely followed by Khan, all of them 

separated by less than a second. 

The battle for P5 was intense, as Charlie Fenton had to defend from Nat Thomas, while 4th place 

Mason Bates was having a solitary climb up the ladder, around 2 sec behind the leaders. Thomas 

found a way and got past Fenton on the inside of Turn 11, and was now able to build his gap and 

start catching the leaders. Kameron Khan took advantage of the battle for 1st place, diving down the 

inside of Turn 11 and claiming 2nd place. He later gained another advantage by contact over Tyler 

Parslow, but gave the position back, resulting only in a warning. 

In the closing stages of the race, it was a tough 1st place battle, as Tyler Parslow was defending his 

lead from Ollie Ursell, but Khan found a gap and went past Ursell for P2 on the inside of Turn 8, 

getting a better exit and thus carrying more speed out of Turn 8. A mistake at Turn 6 from Tyler cost 

him his 1st place, as both Ollie Ursell and Kameron Khan went past into the lead. Khan later took 

charge around Turn 1, but Parslow managed to squeeze past Ursell on the exit of Turn 2 and claim 

2nd place. Meanwhile, Nat Thomas was under high pressure from Charlie Fenton and Scott Taylor 

for P5, with Mason Bates still in solitary P4. As the chequered flag went out, it was Kameron Khan, 

Tyler Parslow and Ollie Ursell. 

Junior  

- 1st place – Nat Thomas 

- 2nd place – Kameron Khan 

- 3rd place – Toby Cirel 

Senior  

- 1st place – Ollie Ursell 

- 2nd place – Tyler Parslow 

- 3rd place - Mason Bates 


